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The Evil Queen Simon and Schuster
The phenomenal Cutler series from New York
Times bestselling author V.C. Andrews has
held readers spellbound. Now comes the
fourth and final novel in the magnificent Cutler
family saga--the prequel to Dawn. Darkest
Hour takes readers back to the story of Dawn's
grandmother . . . to a girl named Lillian, and a
thriving plantation called The Meadows.
The Umbrella Lady Simon and Schuster
She was supposed to be hidden away. But
when the truth is exposed, she can't stay
silent... After tragedy tears her family apart,
Jordan March is shipped off by her
domineering Grandmother Emma to live
with Emma's long-forgotten sister. Shuttered
in a rundown farmhouse, Aunt Frances is the
strangest person Jordan has ever met. Why
has Grandmother hidden away this fragile,

harmless woman—did Frances grow up much
too fast, like Jordan did? In the shadows of the
farmhouse, Jordan is about to unearth the
shattering truth—and the March family will
never be the same...
Little Paula Univ of
California Press
Two sisters face love,
rivalry, and a shocking
disappearance amidst the
luxury of Palm Springs from
the #1 New York Times
bestselling author of the
Flowers in the Attic series
and Landry series—now popular
Lifetime movie events. Like
everyone else in Palm
Springs, Gish idolizes her
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smart, beautiful, kind older
sister. Even their parents
compare Gish unfavorably to
Gloria—threatening to send her
to boarding school once the
more perfect sister leaves for
college. But Gloria has an
unwavering love for Gish, even
if that connection belies a
weariness with her own
accomplishments. Wanting a
better life for her overlooked
sibling, Gloria teaches Gish
how to talk to boys, embrace
her femininity, and finally
develop a life of her own. And
just as life is looking up for
Gish, Gloria meets a handsome,

mysterious boy. Obsessed with
the stranger, Gloria closes
off her life to her
sister—then disappears without
a trace. A police search
yields nothing. Their father’s
manic investigation proves
fruitless. And their already
starstruck mother becomes
increasingly lost in daydreams
of the celebrities who threw
glamorous parties in their
historic house decades ago
when the town was a Hollywood
getaway. Untethered from the
weight of her sister’s
presence—but also missing her
sister’s love—what will Gish
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do with this new terrible
freedom, with this sense she
could become anything?
Wicked forest Penguin
Once Upon a Time meets Game of Thrones in
New York Times bestselling author Gena
Showalter’s magical, romantic dark fantasy
series, in which the fairy tales we know and
love are prophecies of the future. Welcome to
the Forest of Good and Evil, where villains
may be heroes and heroes may be villains...it
all depends on who you ask. In the realm of
Enchantia, creatures of legend still exist, magic
is the norm, and fairy tales are real. Raised in
the human world, Everly Morrow has no idea
she’s a fairy-tale princess—until she begins to
commune with mirrors. Soon, a horrifying truth
is revealed. She is fated to be Snow White’s
greatest enemy, the Evil Queen. With powers

beyond her imagination or control, Everly
returns to the land of her birth. There, she meets
Roth Charmaine, the supposed Prince
Charming. Their attraction is undeniable, but
their relationship is doomed. As Everly faces
disasters and betrayals, giving in to her dark
side proves more tempting. Can she resist, or
will she become the villain she was born to be?
Critics love The Evil Queen: “Showalter (the
Everlife books) delivers an entertaining series
opener that condemns prejudice while
championing self-determination. Romance-
sweet and steamy, gay and straight-features
prominently, action and humor abound, and the
mystery of how each character figures into the
legend imparts intrigue.”—Publishers Weekly
“The novel's conceit has a lot of potential with
its deconstruction of a cherished fairy tale, an
interesting take on good and evil as actions
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rather than fate, and a long cast of characters in
ever evolving roles that will leave readers
wondering who they are supposed to
be.”—Kirkus Reviews The Forest of Good and
Evil Series: The Evil Queen The Glass Queen
Swordbird Simon and Schuster
Now a major Lifetime movie event, from New York
Times bestselling author and literary phenomenon
V.C. Andrews (Flowers in the Attic, My Sweet
Audrina) comes the fourth installment in the classic
story of the Casteel family saga. Stunned by
tragedy, a young woman finds herself desperate
and alone, and clinging to the frailest of dreams.
Can Heaven’s daughter find the inner strength to
survive? The car crash that killed Heaven and
Logan left Annie Casteel Stonewall orphaned and
crippled. Whisked off to Farthinggale Manor by the
possessive Tony Tatterton, Annie pines for her lost
family, but especially for Luke, her half-brother.
Friend of her childhood, her fantasy prince, her

loving confidante⋯without the warm glow of
Luke’s love, she is lost in the shadows of despair.
When Annie discovers Troy’s cottage hidden in
Farthinggale’s woods, the mystery of her past
deepens. And even as she yearns to see Luke again,
her hopes and dreams are darkened by the sinister
Casteel spell⋯treacherous, powerful, and evil.
Shattered Memories Simon and Schuster
From #1 New York Times bestselling author and
literary phenomenon V.C. Andrews (Flowers in the
Attic, My Sweet Audrina) comes a gripping and
suspenseful psychological thriller about a stalker
hell-bent on destroying a young woman’s life. Pru
has the perfect life—a successful boyfriend and
thriving nursing career. There is one dark spot,
however: the repeated, and increasingly intrusive,
voicemails of a stalker named Scarletta. Not only
doesn’t Pru know anyone with that name, but she
can’t recognize the voice. Even as she begins to
investigate, she’s determined to keep these
horrifying messages a secret. Lewd and filled with
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details that no stranger could possibly know, Pru
worries that these messages may paint her in a
darker light and ruin the life she’s built for herself.
But as she digs deeper, it becomes clear that
something is going on that is altogether stranger
than Pru could ever imagine—and these poisonous
messages could silence all the beauty in Pru’s
perfect life once and for all⋯
Hidden Leaves Harlequin
The blue jays and cardinals of Stone-Run
Forest have turned against each other.
According to legend, only Swordbird, son of
the Great Spirit, has the power to conquer evil
and restore peace to the land. But is he real or
just a myth? Can Swordbird arrive in time to
save the forest . . . or will it be too late? Twelve-
year-old author Nancy Yi Fan has woven a
captivating tale about the birds of Stone-Run
Forest and the heroism, courage, and
resourcefulness in their quest for peace.

Ruby Simon and Schuster
The captivating and unforgettable saga of
the Dollanganger family continues in Petals
On the Wind, the New York Times
bestselling sequel to Flowers in the Attic and
the inspiration behind the Lifetime original
movie and “tortured love story”
(Variety). Forbidden love comes into full
bloom. For three years they were kept
hidden in the eaves of Foxworth Hall, their
existence all but denied by a mother who
schemed to inherit a fortune. For three
years their fate was in the hands of their
righteous, merciless grandmother. They had
to stay strong⋯but in their hopeless world,
Cathy and her brother, Christopher,
discovered blossoming desires that tumbled
into a powerful obsession. Now, with their
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frail sister, Carrie, they have broken free and
scraped together enough for three bus tickets
and a chance at a new life. The horrors of
the attic are behind them⋯but they will
carry its legacy of dark secrets forever.
Heaven Pocket Books
Albany, New York, experienced massive upheaval
when the Volstead Act of 1919 established
Prohibition. Crime already proliferated in the
capital of the Empire State, with rival political
machines stooping to corruption and the mob with
their heavy-handed powers of persuasion. As it did
nationwide, Prohibition in Albany served merely to
force alcohol-related commerce underground and
lawlessness and violence to the forefront of city
activity.
Twisted Roots Pocket Books
“I will probably be clutching Flowers in the
Attic in my gnarled hands on my deathbed.”
—GILLIAN FLYNN, #1 New York Times

bestselling author of Sharp Objects The twisted,
beloved Dollanganger legend began two
generations before Corrine Foxworth locked
away her children in Flowers in the Attic. The
second book in a new prequel story arc, Out of
the Attic explores the Dollanganger family saga
by traveling back decades to when the clan’s
wicked destiny first took root. Married to the
handsome, wealthy Garland Foxworth
following a wildfire romance, and an
unexpected pregnancy, young Corrine Dixon
finds her life very different from how she
imagined it. Often alone in the mansion of
Foxworth Hall, she can practically feel the
ancestors’ judgment of her as insufficient—as
not a Foxworth. Stern portraits glare at her
from the walls, and the servants treat her
strangely. Nothing in the vast place is truly hers.
Even her son, Malcolm Foxworth, born in the
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luxe Swan Room and instantly whisked away to
a wet nurse, feels alien to her. With a husband
alternately absent and possessively close,
Corrine doesn’t yet realize that she’s barely
scratched the surface of what lies beneath
Foxworth Hall’s dark facade and the family
that guards its legacies. With the fortieth
anniversary celebration of Flowers in the Attic,
and ten new Lifetime movies in the past five
years, there has never been a better time to
experience the forbidden world of V.C.
Andrews.
Fallen Hearts Simon and Schuster
From the legendary New York Times bestselling
author of Flowers in the Attic and My Sweet
Audrina (now Lifetime movies) comes the first book
in the Casteel Family series—for fans of Emma
Donoghue (Room) and Kay Hooper (Amanda). Of
all the folks on the mountain, the Casteel children
are the lowest. Even the families that buy them

think so. Heaven Leigh Casteel may be the prettiest,
smartest girl in the backwoods, but her cruel father
and weary stepmother work her like a mule. For the
sake of her brother Tom and the other little ones,
Heaven clings to the hope that someday she can
show the world that they are worthy of love and
respect. But when the children’s stepmother
can’t take it anymore and abandons the family,
Heaven’s father hatches a scheme that will alter
her young life forever. Being sold to a strange
couple is just the beginning; ripping away the thin
veneer of civilization and learning the adult secrets
of the world around her means Heaven must
abandon someone, too—the child she was, to
become the woman her mother never had the
chance to be.
Pearl in the Mist Harper Collins
Following the spectacular successes of Ruby,
Pearl in the Mist and All That Glitters,
bestselling author V.C. Andrews delivers the
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eagerly awaited fourth novel in the thrilling
Landry family series. As Pearl attempts to
realize her dreams of becoming a doctor, she
also works to discover the shocking truths of her
heritage.
Darkest Hour Arcadia Publishing
Can forests think? Do dogs dream? In this
astonishing book, Eduardo Kohn challenges
the very foundations of anthropology, calling
into question our central assumptions about
what it means to be human�and thus distinct
from all other life forms. Based on four years of
fieldwork among the Runa of Ecuador�s
Upper Amazon, Eduardo Kohn draws on his
rich ethnography to explore how Amazonians
interact with the many creatures that inhabit
one of the world�s most complex ecosystems.
Whether or not we recognize it, our
anthropological tools hinge on those capacities

that make us distinctly human. However, when
we turn our ethnographic attention to how we
relate to other kinds of beings, these tools (which
have the effect of divorcing us from the rest of
the world) break down. How Forests Think
seizes on this breakdown as an opportunity.
Avoiding reductionistic solutions, and without
losing sight of how our lives and those of others
are caught up in the moral webs we humans
spin, this book skillfully fashions new kinds of
conceptual tools from the strange and
unexpected properties of the living world itself.
In this groundbreaking work, Kohn takes
anthropology in a new and exciting
direction�one that offers a more capacious way
to think about the world we share with other
kinds of beings.
Web of Dreams Simon and Schuster
""A Flowers in the Attic tie-in"--Jacket.
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Wicked Pocket Books
Psychological suspense.
The Silhouette Girl Simon and Schuster
Renowned for her singing across the English
countryside, Emma is determined to leave her
misty hometown for the dazzling streets of New
York City. She'll become a Broadway star, or
die trying. Her father disowns her on the spot;
Emma walks out of the door and into a new
life. But when she arrives, her fate is not what
she imagined. Just when it seems like Emma
might have to admit defeat, she is introduced to
a peculiar couple: a wife that cannot bear
children of her own, and a husband who would
pay Emma to solve that problem. When Emma
moves into the couple's remote estate to
participate in an elaborate ruse, there's no
telling what kind of life she'll have once she's
taken the money. -- adapted from publisher

info
Dark Angel Pocket Books
Nothing can come between a mother and her child
in this haunting sequel to Eden’s Children from
the #1 New York Times bestselling author of the
Flowers in the Attic and Landry series—now
popular Lifetime movie events. Faith Eden’s brief
foray into motherhood is marked by tragedy.
Distraught that her baby was ripped away from
her, she is determined to get little Paula back from
the wealthy family who adopted her. Her brother,
Trevor, is also anxious to get the baby back and
will do anything necessary to do so. But when the
dark truth comes to light, this twisted family will
stop at nothing to keep outsiders out and secrets
in—no matter the cost.
My Absolute Darling Simon and Schuster
The New York Times bestseller and basis for
the Tony-winning hit musical, soon to be a
major motion picture starring Cynthia Erivo
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and Ariana Grande With millions of copies in
print around the world, Gregory Maguire’s
Wicked is established not only as a commentary
on our time but as a novel to revisit for years to
come. Wicked relishes the inspired inventions of
L. Frank Baum’s 1900 novel, The Wonderful
Wizard of Oz, while playing sleight of hand
with our collective memories of the 1939 MGM
film starring Margaret Hamilton (and Judy
Garland). In this fast-paced, fantastically real,
and supremely entertaining novel, Maguire has
populated the largely unknown world of Oz
with the power of his own imagination. Years
before Dorothy and her dog crash-land, another
little girl makes her presence known in Oz. This
girl, Elphaba, is born with emerald-green
skin—no easy burden in a land as mean and
poor as Oz, where superstition and magic are
not strong enough to explain or overcome the

natural disasters of flood and famine. Still,
Elphaba is smart, and by the time she enters
Shiz University, she becomes a member of a
charmed circle of Oz’s most promising young
citizens. But Elphaba’s Oz is no utopia. The
Wizard’s secret police are everywhere.
Animals—those creatures with voices, souls, and
minds—are threatened with exile. Young
Elphaba, green and wild and misunderstood, is
determined to protect the Animals—even if it
means combating the mysterious Wizard, even
if it means risking her single chance at romance.
Ever wiser in guilt and sorrow, she can find
herself grateful when the world declares her a
witch. And she can even make herself glad for
that young girl from Kansas. Recognized as an
iconoclastic tour de force on its initial
publication, the novel has inspired the
blockbuster musical of the same name—one of
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the longest-running plays in Broadway history.
Popular, indeed. But while the novel’s distant
cousins hail from the traditions of magical
realism, mythopoeic fantasy, and sprawling
nineteenth-century sagas of moral urgency,
Maguire’s Wicked is as unique as its green-
skinned witch.
Wicked Albany Simon and Schuster
Left on the train platform of some strange village,
eight-year-old Saffron Faith Anders is certain her
father will return shortly, just like he promised. She
holds out hope as the hour grows late and the
station sets to close. She clings to her suitcase like a
life raft. When a peculiar old woman carrying a
large umbrella approaches and inquires about her
situation, Saffron doesn't immediately trust the
imposing do-gooder, but eventually does agree to
rest at her house while they wait for her father
together. Saffron's stay was supposed to be for a
few minutes, hours at most. But confined to a house

not unlike one Hansel and Gretel might have
encountered, Saffron will undergo months--and
then years--of transformation at the hands of the
Umbrella Lady. One minute grandmotherly and
the next a scolding schoolmarm, the woman cuts
Saffron's hair to the nub, burns the clothes in her
suitcase, and pretends that the photo of a young girl
hanging on her bedroom wall is just a stock image
that came with the frame. When mysterious letters
arrive from Saffron's father, saying he has started a
new family and will send for her shortly, hope
returns to her heart. Still, as is the fate of all young
protagonists in the world of V.C. Andrews, Saffron
will learn that those who most claim to care for you
will often hurt you the worst...
Secrets of the Morning Pocket Books
Now a major Lifetime movie event—the classic
story of the Casteel family saga continues with this
third installment. Proud and beautiful, Heaven
came back to the hills—to rise at last above her
family’s shame. As Logan’s bride, Heaven
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would savor now the love she had sought for so long.
And free from her father’s clutches, she would live
again in her backwoods town, a respected teacher
and cherished wife. But after a wedding trip to
Boston’s Farthinggale Manor and a lavish, elegant
party, Heaven and Logan are persuaded to
stay⋯lured by Tony Tatterton’s guile to live
amidst the Tatterton wealth and privilege. Then the
ghosts of Heaven’s past rise up once more,
writhing around her fragile happiness⋯threatening
her precious love with scandal and jealousy, sinister
passions, and dangerous dreams.
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